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SUMMARIES OF INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA LESSONS 

GRADE 10 

SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGIES 

1.  An Overview of Computers 

 

By the end of this lesson learners should be able to: 

 Explain the computer information processing cycle 

 Describe some types of computers and computers used for specific purposes 

 Identify computer hardware and software components 
 

The computer processing cycle is a three-stage cycle, which includes input, processing and output. 

INPUT  PROCESS  OUTPUT 

There are different types of hardware and software for each of these 3 parts of the cycle.  

 

There are various types of computers, such as desktops, laptops, netbooks, servers and media players. 

Even a smartphone is a type of computer. There are also specific computers for: 

 Communication 

 Entertainment 

 Other specific purposes (example, an ATM) 
 
Computer hardware – physical, touchable elements that make up a computer system. 

Examples: mouse, monitor, scanner and printer. 
Computer software – exists as ideas, concepts and symbols, but has no substance.  

Examples: Windows, Adobe Photoshop and Microsoft Excel. 
 
There are distinct differences between hardware and software. Here are a few (the lesson contains 
more): 

 HARDWARE SOFTWARE 

Simple definition Anything we can see when the 
computer is off 

Anything we can see on the 
screen when the computer is 
on 

Types Input, storage, processing, 
control and output devices 

Systems software, 
Programming software and 
Application software+ 

Function Hardware serves as the 
delivery system for software 
solutions. 

Software serves to perform 
the specific task you need to 
complete.  

 
 

2.  Computers and ICT Systems in our Lives 

 

By the end of this lesson learners should be able to: 

 Describe an ICT system 

 Explain how the parts of an ICT systems are linked to each other 

 Work with specific examples to make good decisions about computers and ICT systems in 
everyday life 
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All ICT systems need input, like data and instructions, which the software programs in the ICT system 
will process to produce outputs, These outputs can either be stored or sent to an output device like a 
printer or monitor. The GIGO principles works in ICT systems – garbage in, garbage out – if the inputs are 
weak or wrong, the outputs will be faulty.  
 

There is a difference between data and information: data are the facts we input and information is what 

results from the processing of the computer.  

 

ICT systems occur in everyday life in offices, shops, factories, schools, airports, aeroplanes, hospitals and 

banks. They have a number of benefits and positive outcomes, like: 

 Reducing costs 

 Making people and processes more productive 

 Speeding up processes 

 Receiving and sending easily and quickly 
 

3. Hardware for Input and Processing 

By the end of this lesson learners should be able to: 

 Define hardware fully 

 Describe types of input and devices used for each type of input 

 Describe processing hardware requirements 
 

Hardware is physical in nature and consists of anything one can touch, including vairous input, storage, 

processing and output devices.  

 

Some examples of hardware include monitor, keyboard, computer tower, speakers, DVD/CD (although 

there is software saved on it), camera and projector.  

 
 

Most common input devices are the mouse and keyboard. There are two main types of mouse and 

different keyboards. 

 

For processing, the required hardware is: 

 The motherboard (microprocessor or CPU, main memory, support circuits, bus controlled, 
connectors) 

 Expansion memory 

 Input/output boards 
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4.  Hardware for Output and Storage 

By the end of this lesson learners should be able to: 

 Describe types of hardware used for output 

 Explain hardware options for storage 
 
There are several types of hardware used for output. These include monitors, printers, speakers, DVDs , 

CD-ROMS and headsets. An output device is any part of the computer system that receives processing 

from a computer and presents or displays it. The most well-known output device is the monitor, which is 

usually a flat panel display using an LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) screen to display output from the 

computer.  

 

Printers are also common output devices. If a hard copy of processed data is not made, a soft copy can 

be stored in a storage device (also a form of hardware).  

 
There are many types of printer – most commonly, the colour ink jet printer is favoured for home use. 

Businesses often use laser printers because they are faster than in jet printers and give better quality 

prints. Multi-function printers (laser printer, scanner, photocopier and FAX machine) are also available.  

 

Speakers and headsets are also output devices. A soundcard is required to drive speakers.  

 

After processing, data can also be stored in various types of hardware. Storage devices can be: 

 
 

Storage is divided into primary and secondary storage.  

1. Primary storage holds data in memory (RAM) and other ‘built in’ 

devices such as the processor’s L1 cache.  

2. Secondary storage holds data on hard disks, tapes and other 

devices and other  devices requiring input / output operations. 
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5.  Additional Input and Output Devices 
By the end of this lesson learners should be able to: 

 Describe additional input devices available for use 

 Describe additional output devices available for use 
The computing cycle consists of input, process and output. Input means entering data or commands into 
the computer and output is when the computer sends out information. Any computer therefore needs 
basic input and output devices. Without them, a computer can’t work properly.  
 
Input devices: 

 Various types of mouse 

 Alternatives to a mouse, like a touch pad, track ball, track point, joystick, touch screen and stylus 
or ‘pen’ 

 Scanners – including handheld scanners that can read barcodes or magnetic strips on bank cards 

 Scanners that read bar codes attached to bees or pick up radio waves from tagged animals or 
recognised magnetic ink characters in things like cheques 
 

Output devices: 

 Headset or speakers – both give audio output but there are differences 

 Fax (short for facsimile) – this technology is declining 

 Projector 

 Blu-Ray player – there are distinct differences between CD, DVD and Blu-Ray discs 
 
Various pieces of hardware can be used for storage, which is an additional form of output, in a way. 
Storage hardware has different capacity.  

 
 
 

6.  Systems Software 
By the end of this lesson learners should be able to: 
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 Define what software is 

 Understand the uses of software applications 

 Describe how to install software 

 Use software features 
 
Software is computer programs and the data they use on the computer.  
 
There are 2 types of software – system software (to make sure you can use the basic functions of the 
computer) and application software (to do specific things with the computer, like edit a document or 
play a game).  
 
System software: 

 Disk fragmentation 

 System profile 

 Virus scanner  

 Backup 

 Compression 
 
Software Applications:  

 
 
Software developers or programmers develop software. This involves writing code.  
When code is sent together with the software, the software is called open source software. It can be 
adapted, modified or improved. There are advantages and disadvantages to open sources software.  
 
Most times, software is licenced. Licences include end user licences, creative commons licences (various 
types) and site licence agreements.  
 
Installing software often requires the use of the ‘Run’ function. After that there are set steps to follow. 
Or, if using a CD, use the Start function, and find the CD drive under Computer.  
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SUMMARIES OF VIDEO LESSONS 

GRADE 10  

SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGIES  

1.  Getting to Know the Desktop   

In this video we look at two different types of desktops, the multipurpose device and the dedicated 

device. 

 

Multipurpose devices are used for a variety of tasks and have a motherboard. These include 

desktops, laptops, smart phones, tablets, servers, Notebooks and media players. 

 

The dedicated device is designed for only one purpose and makes use of a microprocessor. Examples 

of these are ATMs, microwaves and other appliances. 

 

2.  Using the Main Parts of the Computer  

This video focuses on the different components of a computer. Hardware includes all the tangible or 

physical parts of a computer. They can be touched and seen. There are three main types of devices, 

input, output and storage devices.  

 

Input devices include keyboards, a mouse and a touch screen. Output devices include printers and 

monitors. And storage devices include hard drive and flash sticks. 

 

Software is a set of instructions that tells the hardware what to do. It is also called a program. These 

include operating systems and other programs like word processing programs. 

 

3.  Good Computer Technique 

This video focuses mostly on ICTs, what they are and how they work. ICT stands for information and 

communication technology and refers to the technological tools and resources used to create, 

manipulate, store and manage information. Two examples of ICT systems are discussed, Point of 

Sales or POS systems and cell phones. 

 

The video also discusses the difference between data and information. Data is raw unprocessed facts 

and information is processed data with meaning and is useful. 

 

4.  Hardware for Input 

Hardware is the physical components of the computer. An input device is a peripheral used to 

provide data and control signals to an information processing system such as a computer. Examples 

of input devices include keyboards, mouse, scanners, digital cameras and joysticks. 

 

5.  Hardware for Output and Storage 
An output device is a piece of computer hardware equipment used to communicate the results of 
data processing carried out by an information processing system (such as a computer) which 
converts the electronically generated information into human-readable form. Output devices include 
speakers, monitors and printers. 
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A storage device is a piece of computer equipment on which information can be stored. Storage 
devices include hard drives and RAM. Storage media includes CD’s and USB flash drives. 
 

6.  Advanced Input Devices 
This video discusses the following devices:  
 
Pointing devices: 

 Touch pad 

 Trackball 

 Pointing stick 

 Touch screen 

 Pen input 

 Joystick 

 Stylus 
 
Scanning and reading devices: 

 Digital camera 

 Flatbed, handheld and sheet feed scanners 

 Radio-frequency identification (RFID) 

 Magnetic stripe device 

 Magnetic ink character recognition (MICR) 

 Optical mark recognition (OMR) 

 Bar-code reader 

 Optical character recognition (OCR) 

 Video input 

 Audio input (microphone and voice recognition) 

 Biometric input 
 

7. Advanced Output Devices 
Audio output devices can project audio or sound as output. These include headsets and speakers. 
Other output devices include fax machines, multifunction devices, DLP projector, CD/DVD player and 
Blu-Ray players. 
 

8. Processing 
There are a few hardware components that are involved in the processing of data: 

 Motherboard is the main circuit board that acts as a link between components for 
communication. 

 The CPU is the central processing unit and is described as the brain of the computer. It is 
responsible for the processing of the data. 

 The memory stores data and programs being processed. There are two types, RAM (Random 
Access Memory) and ROM (Read Only Memory). 

 

9. Case Study - Identifying Computer Hardware 
This video goes through a case study on how to choose and buy a computer. It’s important to look at 
the specs on the processor, memory and hard drive. 
 

10. An Introduction to Software 
Software is a set of instructions that tell a computer what to do.  
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A Graphical User Interface or GUI system makes the software more user friendly. Icons, tool bars, 
menu usage and navigation, radio buttons, checkboxes, dialog boxes, lists and combo boxes are all 
tools the GUI uses to make software easier to use. 
 
System software controls and coordinates operations in a computer. Examples of this include Linux 
and Windows. In most operating systems, you get a list of basic accessories. These include a 
calculator, paint and snipping tool. 
 
Application software performs a specific set of tasks, like word processing. 
 

11. The Operating Systems and Software Considerations 
Operating system software controls and coordinates the operations of the computer and the 
devices. It serves as an interface between the user, the application software and the hardware. Some 
examples of this are Linux, Windows, iOS. 
 
Security is important in using a computer or a device. Set passwords to access the device but don’t 
use something obvious like a name or a password. Change the password regularly and include a 
variety of lower and upper case letters, characters and numbers. 
 
Stand-alone software is software that doesn’t come bundled with other software. Integrated 
software is a collection of individual software bundled and sold as a unit. 
 
Freeware is copyrighted software offered by the owner at no cost. Shareware is copyrighted 
software distributed for a free trial period. Proprietary software is owned by individual or company. 
The user buys and is given license to use under conditions. Open source software makes its source 
code available for use, modification and redistribution. 
 
A license is the right to use the software. Licensing agreements are contracts between the 
manufacturer and user on the right of use.  
 

12. System Software 
System software controls and coordinates operations in a computer. The basic functions of the 
software are to start and shut down the computer, show the user interface and provide security. 
Utility software, drivers and file management software all form part of this software.  
 
Utility programs system software that assists to manage, control and maintain operations and 
resources of a computer. Examples of these are backup, disk cleaner and defragmenter.  
 
A driver is a program that indicates to the operating system on how to communicate with a device.  
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ONLINE TUTORIALS (How To’s)  

GRADE 10 

SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGIES 

Here is a list of the titles of How To’s that are related to the interactive multimedia and video  

lessons about Systems Technologies.  

Systems Technologies 

1. Starting Up 
2. The Desktop I 
3. The Desktop II 
4. Accessing Programs 
5. Introducing the Keyboard and Keys 
6. Using a Typing Tutor 
7. Using the Keyboard Correctly 
8. Basic File Operations 
9. File Organisation I 
10. File Organisation II 
11. Different Types of Files 
12. File Extensions 
13. File Specification 
14. All About Files 
15. File Manager 
16. Organising Files 
17. Creating Shortcuts 
18. Compressing  or Decompressing Files and Folders 
19. Taking Screenshots 
20. Adding New Peripherals 
21. Changing the Default Printer 
22. Managing Printing 

 

 


